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Editor’s NotesEditor’s Notes
I have taken over the editorship of “Canadian
MeccaNotes” at short notice, due to the
death of Norm LaCroix.  I’ve got big shoes
to fill!
I took a renewed interest in Meccano a
number of years ago.  I was at a garage sale,
saw a small box of Meccano, purchased it,
and added it to my boyhood Meccano
chest.  At the public library a few weeks later
I looked up Meccano in the card catalogue and discovered “The
Meccano Super Models” book by Geoff Wright.  I decided that
I simply had to make some of those models! I started hunting
for more Meccano, met other Meccanomen and the rest is
history.

Many thanks to Dennis Caswell, Michael Stephens, Colin Hoare
and Colin Hinz for supplying articles for this issue.  Even though
it’s dated “June” you obviously didn’t receive it until early
September.  My next task is to publish the “September” issue
and get caught up to date.  Wanted ASAP: articles, photos,
model plans, short news items, etc.! I hope to publish the
September issue at the end of the month.

If you submitted any articles to Norm you’ll have to resend them
to me as I have not obtained any material from his effects yet.
Omitted from this issue are most want, sales or swap ads. Please
resubmit these as well.

Please note that my postal address was printed wrong in the
last two issues of Canadian MeccaNotes.  My corrected
address appears on the right.

David Williams
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Obituary: Norm LaCroixObituary: Norm LaCroix
Norm LaCroix, the man whose efforts nearly twenty years ago
to bring all Canadians whose hobby interests included Meccano,
passed away on July 30th 1999, after an eight-month battle with
cancer. He died at the far-too-young age of fifty-seven, at a time
when, following his retirement from teaching, he was looking
forward to making many more contributions to the hobby.
Norm first became known to most of the Meccano fraternity
in this country when he published a  document that he called
“The Canadian Meccano Newsletter (or what suggestions ?)”
dated August 1981. Even at that early time, Norm had embarked
on supplying replica parts that were no longer available - in this
instance, Digger Buckets. His desire to ensure that Meccano
enthusiasts, not only in Canada, but around the world, would
have access to such items culminated with the reproduction/
replacement E15R motor that has been so well received in all
corners of the globe.

Norm was born in Vancouver in 1942: because his father was
in the R. C. A. F., Norm moved frequently around the country.
His first Meccano set was given to him on his sixth birthday,
and then, just over a year later, he had a stroke of luck - he found
a crumpled King George VI $10 bill stuck in a scrubby looking
bush. He used it to purchase a No. 4 set (it was quite a few
years ago!), and from then on, he used as much of his pocket
money as he could to build up his collection - always aspiring
for, but failing to reach the magical number of parts that made
up the Number Ten set.

That Meccano collection did not stay with Norm, sad to say:
like so many of us, he went away from the hobby in his twenties,
and gave the collection away. Then ten years later, he started
collecting again, and his collection became far bigger than the
Number Ten set that he had once considered the acme of
Meccano.
Norm assumed the role of Editor for the first four years that
the magazine was published, and then, in 1997, kindly agreed
to take the task on for a second time after Don Redmond
stepped down. Those early years that the magazine was
published were exciting, particularly in view of the fact that Norm
organized the very first display of Meccano at the Hobby Show
at the International Centre in Toronto in 1982. Everyone who
attended had a marvellous time - except the vendors all around
us, who were most upset! The Meccano booth was so popular,
the vendors were unable to display their wares effectively
because of the crowds, six-eight deep, who wanted to see all

the action at our booth. We were
moved to much more spacious
quarters the following year, and
were given our own special location.
All the time that Norm came to the
shows, he would have home-made
Meccano spares available for
purchase. In particular, he produced
quantities of brass parts that cost
far more overseas than the price
he was asking. In addition, the
profits from the sale of these parts
went to finance some ventures at General Thanet High School,
where he taught Industrial Arts. Most of the parts were made
by his students as part of their training in the use of a lathe,
and the quality of these parts was equal to - if not better than
- anything that was manufactured in Liverpool.

Norm once claimed that his modelbuilding skills, in comparison,
say, to Larry McEwan, were quite modest, but over the years
he produced some fine models. His Saskatchewan (Grasshopper)
Oil Pump, or Nodding Donkey as it quite often known, was
published in the original series of Canadian Model Plans, and
he also rebuilt Larry McEwan’s Double Ferris Wheel from which
this writer wrote the instructions. Both make fine display models
in that they can be started up, and left to operate without any
need for maintenance, over long periods of time. His model of
R2-D2 was also one of the most popular that went on display
at various Hobby Shows.

Norm’s contributions to the Hobby have been covered in detail,
but what of Norm, the person? He was one of the nicest men
I have ever had the pleasure of knowing, and counting as a friend.
His presence at Hobby Shows was always a bonus, and he could
always be counted on to know the latest news regarding the
trials and tribulations of whoever was marketing Meccano at that
time. Whenever Norm came to a show, we would also have the
pleasure of seeing his wife Marg, and, until very recently (when
studies at university intervened), his son Mike. The latter was
a great salesman for the parts that his father had brought along!
When one talks about the family of Meccano, one has to include
all three members of the LaCroix family, because it was always
guaranteed that they would be present as a trio.
We will all miss Norm LaCroix. He was a very special
person, and the Canadian Meccano fraternity is so very
much poorer for his passing. To both Marg & Mike, we
extend our deepest sympathy. Colin Hoare
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Eulogy for Norm LaCroixEulogy for Norm LaCroix
Everyone who is here today has had the pleasure of knowing
Norm personally, and of seeing him frequently. I woud like to
take this opportunity, on behalf of a worldwide fraternity, most
of whom had never met Norm in person, to let you know what
Norm’s passing means to us. Everyone who has been involved
in the sphere of Meccano modelling, particularly in Canada,
would recognize his name instantly. He has been “Mr.
Meccano” for all of us. Without his groundwork and continuous
enthusiasm, there probably would not be any Meccano booths
at Hobby Shows, where enthusiasts would get together to bring
their latest creations, and to exchange ideas on how Meccano
models could be built and/or redesigned. Certainly there would
not have been a Canadian-based magazine devoted to the
Hobby.
For all of us, Norm’s passing has been deeply felt. He has always
been there, either at one of the Hobby Shows in Central &
Easter Ontario, or, when necessary, at the other end of the
telephone. His musings in the magazine were always both
entertaining and interesting. His models were always of a high
standard, and the plans for one or two were published in our
magazine. There is an Annual Award that we give out called “The
Canadian Meccanoman of the Year Award.” It gives me a feeling
of great honour to tell you that it will be renamed “The Norm
LaCroix Award” in his memory, effective this year.
Norm was also instrumental in manufacturing replica Meccano
parts. This small Meccano part is a Threaded Boss - the first,
and probably last such Meccano part to be included in a
memorial service. It was one of a large batch that Norm supplied
to me many years ago. I was rebuilding a model called a Twin
Beam Pumping Engine originally designed by Mike Cotterill in
England. It was being rebuilt so that the Plans could be
published. It did not take long to determine that, to build the
model properly, about 75 Threaded Bosses were required - and
the biggest Meccano set, the famous No. 10, only supplied four
of them! Ordering sufficient numbers of this part - sixty, as I
recall - from Britain would have cost $400.00 in today’s money
- plus postage. Norm produced the required number in next to
no time, at a far lower cost, and I know that it had two side
benefits - one or more students got experience with a lathe
to make them, and the profits went towards some venture at
the school.

As a measure of the sense of loss, I would like to read some
of the messages of condolence that have already appeared on

the international e-mail network known as “Spanner.”
Dear friends in Canada,

On behalf of the Holy Trinity Club let me join many others from
around the world in expressing our deepest sympathy to you
and to Norm’s family in you sad and eventually sudden loss. After
a time when we have lost so many “greats” from around the
Meccano world it is particularly sad to lose another and such
a great supporter of the System. I was particularly aware of
Norm’s work, having a large set of the earliest of the Canadian
magazines and ModelPlans, and admired his energy, enthusiasm,
and his innovations. He has undoubtedly done much to keep
the hobby going in his own country, and indeed around the
world. Such a loss is always sad, but not least when it is of one
in middle years. With our sympathy once again to you all Philip
Webb (Hon Sec HTMC, UK)
The Melbourne Meccano Club joins with Philip in sending a
message of deepest sympathy. The hobby is just that much
reduced with the loss of another great proponent.

Tony Press, Melbourne Meccano Club, Australia
On behalf of the “Transvaal Meccano Guild”   South Africa may
I express our deepest sympathy to the family of Norman LaCroix
on his passing. Our members have long enjoyed the Canadian
Magazine and Norm’s writing therein. I think Phillip Webb has
said it all so well in his condolences. He will be missed as the
great enthusiast that he was. Our sympathy once again
Peter Matthews, Chairman

Norm La Croix was another truly great Meccanoman we have
lost this year.  We enjoyed his magazines, his innovations, his
enthusiasm.  He was exactly what the ideal Meccanoman should
be -an ambassador for one of the greatest hobbies on earth.
An inspiration to the next generation of would-be engineers
and technologists cutting their teeth on our favourite invention.
Norm did so much for the Canadian Meccano scene that his
work and energy were visible around the world.  We will greatly
miss him.

Our thoughts and prayers are with his family.

Paul Joachim
Editor: International Meccanoman
Editor: West London Meccano Society Newsletter
Spanners,

It was sad to read that Norm LaCroix had passed away. Like so
many other Meccano enthusiasts,  I never met this gentleman,
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this Meccano giant.  Norm and I started corresponding about
the middle of June 1981 and with all of his letters, to me, he
would include a small gift. A replica Meccano part that either
he or one of his students had made.  I still have and treasure
these gifts.  Near the end of 1981 he sent me 6 copies of the
first Canadian Meccanomans Newsletter as hand outs. Today,
I still have my original copy, greatly treasured as will be his
memory. Thanks Norm for your kindness. My thoughts and
prayers to your family.
Don Blakeborough, New Zealand.

On behalf of the Runnymede Meccano Guild please pass our
condolences to Marg and family.  Norm’s contribution to the
Meccano fraternity will be greatly missed.  I shall miss his chatty
letters by snail mail as well as his e-mail.  As many have said
before me, his adapted E15R motor will ensue that his name
remains in the annals of Meccano history.  Regards,
Nick Rodgers

I hope that there is a corner in Heaven where the Meccano
fraternity get the opportunity to meet. We lost two other key
Meccanomen earlier this year: Dr. Keith Cameron, perhaps the
best modeller the world has ever known, and Bert Love, the
finest Meccano historian. I have had the pleasure of knowing
all three, although I do not believe either Norm or Keith ever
met Bert in person. Debates between the three men would be,
I am sure, extremely entertaining. Bert, the traditionalist, would
defend the position that only original Meccano parts should be
used in models, whereas Keith would argue that, if non-
Meccano parts would be necessary to embellish a model, then
they should be incorporated into the design. Norm? My guess
is that he would be on Keith’s side, and looking around for a
lathe to make the necessary parts!

On a personal basis, I, like many people, will miss Norm as a
friend, and, on behalf of us all, I know his memory will live on
as long as Meccanomen keep modelling.  Thankyou, Norm, for
everything you did for us. It was both an honour and a pleasure
to count you as a friend.

Eclipse CoverEclipse Cover
Below: a recent news topic was the eclipse of the sun. Shown
is the cover of the June 1927 Meccano magazine with an
appropriate drawing.  This scan was supplied by Les Pattison,
Langley, Berkshire -”For the benefit of U.K. Spanners who, like
me, were not around in 1927 to see the last Full Eclipse on U.K.
Soil, or who don’t have a copy of the June 1927 M.M. I thought
you might like to be reminded of the cover for that issue.”

Want AdsWant Ads
Wanted: Any 1930’s blue motors: clockwork or electric, postwar
#2 CW and brown boxes, empty motor boxes, 1960’s
mechanisms set, 1960’s Gears set, 1960’s electrikit set,
medium red #19a, red or blue #169, grey #168, grey #167b.
Contact Greg Rahn, 211 Riverview Green, Cochrane, AB  T0L
0W4 or rahng@cadvision.com.
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Red Deer Hobby ShowRed Deer Hobby Show
March 27-28, 1999March 27-28, 1999

At left, this photo shows many of the
Meccanomen at the show.  Left to right:
Gordon Frank, Greg Rahn, David Williams,
Dr. Eric Sinton, Phil Kraaikamp, Bill Cook
and John Kraaikamp.

Below: David Williams.

On the right, a
"Bee" model
designed by

Andreas Konokoly;
built by Gordon

Frank.  This was a
sure winner!
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Above, Dr. Eric Sinton's Gyroscope model.  Personally, this
model fascinated me - I spent lots of time playing with it.
You start the 4 tightly bolted 6" Circular Plates spinning at
high speed,  and then observe the effects when you
attempt to manually move the surrounding structure.  If I
could only remember my Physics 101.

Bruce Vanschepen - more Meccano treasures.  You can't
see it in the photo, but he has a boxed 1950's Meccano

set still in it's original brown paper wrapper.  The brown
paper wrapper was normally removed by the retailler before

displaying the set for sale.

Right, Norma Frank and
Mrs. Cook with an

unknown admirer in the
centre.
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Gordon Frank with his Fairground Dive Bomber model. John Kraaikamp with his Double Ferris Wheel Model.  He
uses a variety of non-Meccano systems including TemSi

and Merkur.

Right, part of
Greg Rahn's

Meccano Box
and Tin

collection.

Note: more photos of the Red Deer show
can be found in full colour on the
CMAMAS web site:

http://www.edmc.net/cmamas/http://www.edmc.net/cmamas/
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The Improved E15R motorThe Improved E15R motor

As most spanners likely realize, the E15R motor is a requirement of most of the larger model plans. By my count, the motor is
required in 18 of the 20 model plan leaflets for the #10 set, and also used in a number of other model plans. However, the E15R motor is
expensive, low power, and has a distinctive aroma when running. Our editor has created an improved E15R motor which can be used
almost anywhere the original E15R motor was called for. These are sold either in kit form, or as an assembled unit.

I purchased one of these kits, and the assembly was fairly straightforward. The following is a comparison between the two
motors.

Original E15R Motor Improved E15R Motor
Input Voltage 12-15 volts DC 12 volts DC recommended
Input Current-No Load 500 mA 230 mA
Input Current-Loaded >500 mA Up to 450 mA
Output torque Low (100 N-M ?) Moderate (200 N-M ?)
Base size 5 holes by 8 holes 6 holes by 8 holes
Price £ 35.00 (about $90) $55.00

The value of output torque is purely subjective, as I do not have tools to properly measure it.  The prices are the latest values
that I have, and do not include shipping.

The only problem that I have with the improved E15R motor is that the base is one hole wider than the original E15R motor. In
the vast majority of applications, this would not be a problem, but could require some minor design modifications.  Both the original
E15R motor and the improved E15R motor include terminal points for wiring input power. Both motors include a three position switch,
these positions being forward, off and reverse; however the improved E15R motor uses a much smaller toggle switch than the original
E15R motor.

In summary, I highly recommend the improved E15R motor, and suggest that this may be the standard replacement for the
original E15R motor.

Since this article was first written, Norm LaCroix has passed away due to an illness.  As a result, these motors are no longer
available. I am working on making these available again, so please be patient.  Dennis Casswell

Passing of Terry StewartPassing of Terry Stewart
and Bill Mairand Bill Mair

Recently, both Terry Stewart and Bill Mair have passed away.
Terry was an excellent builder of the very large SuperModels,
and usually had one or two such models to display at the Annual
Hobby Show held in November in Mississauga.

Bill was one of those people who came back to Meccano after
many years absence.
Full obituaries for these two fine individuals will appear in the
September issue of “Canadian MeccaNotes”.

Colin Hoare

Short NotesShort Notes
RS Models: I spoke to the proprietor of RS Models, Rudi
Schipperus of Calgary in late August.  He formerly sold
Meccano, Marklin, Stokys & Trix parts.  I emphasisize “formerly”
as he indicated that he has now retired from the parts business.
Toronto Hobby Show: The dates for this year’s show are Friday-
Sunday, November 5-6-7, 1999. Once again, Colin Hoare will
be organizing our participation.

Irwin Toy, the Meccano distributor, has reported that it lost
money, both in the 1998 financial year and in the 1st quarter
1999.  Irwin Toy Limited reported a net loss of $3,341,000 or
63 cents per share for the year ended January 31, 1999
compared with a net loss of $1,015,000 or 19 cents per share
for the preceding year.  More details are available on Irwin’s web
site at http://www.irwin-toy.com/.
Irwin Toy’s annual meeting was rated as the “coolest meeting

on Bay Street” due to the entertainment provided by “Edge”,
a World Wrestling Federation wrestler who mock body-slammed
George Irwin, president and CEO.
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Meccano Part Word MazeMeccano Part Word Maze

Find the Meccano part names in the maze!

BEVEL BOLT BRACKET CHAIN CONTRATE CURVED
FACE FLANGED GEAR GIRDER HELICAL NUT
PINION PLATE PULLEY RING ROD SET STRIP

TRUNION TYRE CONTRATE
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Using the Little Black 6-Volt MotorUsing the Little Black 6-Volt Motor
by Pierre Monsallut - CAM 0235by Pierre Monsallut - CAM 0235

(This article originally appeared in issue #63 (July-September 1998) of the French CAM magazine, and was(This article originally appeared in issue #63 (July-September 1998) of the French CAM magazine, and was
translated for Canadian MeccaNotes by Michael Stephens.  While it focuses on one particular Meccano motor,translated for Canadian MeccaNotes by Michael Stephens.  While it focuses on one particular Meccano motor,
many of the ideas are relevant to ensuring good operation of any Meccano gear train.)many of the ideas are relevant to ensuring good operation of any Meccano gear train.)
The new little black electric motor that came out about five years ago has turned out to
be very strong and durable.  I have built trucks with this motor that weigh over two kilos
and are able to climb a 20 degree slope at more than 30 cm a second.  Right now I have
a seven kilo vehicle whose performance is almost as good. These models are powered by
just one of these motors.  I have seen models powered by “monster” motors that perform
worse.

So what’s the secret?
There are four secrets, three mechanical and one electrical.

Secret No. 1: The mechanical transmission between the motor and the movement must have
the best possible throughput; that is, most of the mechanical power provided by the motor
must reach the movement.
In Meccano, the best throughput is obtained with straight gear trains.  Driving bands don’t have a great throughput, and can slip
(or skate) if a large torque is being transmitted.  The tension has to be just right.  On the other hand, they are very quiet.  Bevel
gears always transmit poorly because their positioning requires fine adjustment, which Meccano doesn’t permit.  Combinations
of contrate wheels and pinions aren’t quite as bad and are preferable to bevel gears (in Meccano, not reality).  Helical gears aren’t
great since the meshing involves slippage, and they have a large axial thrust. The throughput is still poor even when an excellent
lubricant and axial thrust bearings with ball races or stacked washers are used.
Worms give the worst throughput of all.   For the same reasons as with helical gears (slippage and axial thrust), most of the available
power is lost in the transmission.  When several worms are used in series, the first one wastes a lot of power, the second one
wastes much of what’s left, and so on.  Worms are acceptable only when an irreversible movement is wanted (a winding-drum,
for example).  To minimize the losses due to friction and axial thrust, the worm must be placed in the reduction gearing.  That’s
where the speed is greatest and the torque lowest.  The rest of the gear train comprises gearing that has good throughput.  A
worm “mustn’t” be mounted directly on the shaft of the electric motor because it can’t withstand prolonged axial thrusts.  Accordingly,
you should mount a straight gear of the smallest possible diameter (11 or 15 teeth) on the motor shaft because, once oiled, a
larger diameter gear will throw off the oil due to its larger centrifugal force.

Try to use straight gears or contrate wheels as much as possible, and make sure that the movement is reversible even when very
geared down.  That means that, with the motor power turned off, you can turn the movement by hand and see the motor turn.
For a vehicle, you can it roll along manually; it isn’t blocked as it would be if there were a worm in it somewhere.

Secret No. 2 : The entire gear train and all bearings (axle rods in plate holes or in shaft support collars) need to be sufficiently
oiled, but no more.

In fact the secret is that the mechanism should move without oil when you turn it by hand.  That proves that the movement is
free of any unwanted friction.  Good performance isn’t obtained with oil.  Good performance must come from proper construction.
Oil allows the mechanism to work silently, while minimizing axle wear in the bearings.  It lets everything work without vibration
or parasite resonances that sometimes appear at certain very precise speeds in an un-oiled movement.  It improves the meshing
of straight gear trains, where the profile of the teeth and the meshing don’t always ensure a non-slip contact.
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Secret No. 3: only relevant for a vehicle.   The vehicle must have a working flexible suspension (no leaf springs made of Meccano
strips, which are infinitely stiff and are only added to make the model pretty).
The wheels may or may not be independently suspended; that’s not important.  The suspension filters out shocks and - among
other things - spreads the mechanical effort due to the weight of the vehicle over all the wheels, rather than leaving it only on
one wheel that encounters an obstacle, as happens with a vehicle that has no suspension.  There is sort of “gear down” effect
(that depends on the speed) of the leverage effort the wheel must provide.

A vehicle having no suspension, but with a “three-point” articulation (like the front wheel assembly of a farm tractor, for example)
isn’t as bad as a vehicle with no suspension.  This is because all the wheels remain in contact with the ground. Even so, the
effort will be less well spread out when surmounting an obstacle than if it had an efficient suspension.
Secret No. 4: electricity supply to the little black motor.

This motor runs on 6 volts.   You might then think that any assortment of electric batteries giving a voltage of 6 volts is adequate.
That’s true so long as you don’t expect the motor to deliver the maximum power it can give.  For example, the little vehicles
weighing two kilos that were mentioned at the beginning of this article work very well with the four-battery Meccano battery pack.
If you start asking the motor to deliver more power, it will draw more current, always at 6 volts.  Round LR6 or AA batteries,
even alkaline ones, can’t deliver the current demanded by the motor for several minutes.  The motor is actually too powerful
for the batteries intended for it.  Really!!!
The solution is to replace the battery box that holds four flashlight batteries with a 6-volt dry cell (1, 2 or 4 amp/hour) or a (cheap)
lead-acid battery.  You can find them in all model shops.  They’re heavier than flashlight batteries, but you don’t make airplanes
that fly out of Meccano.  You’ll be surprised to see that this seemingly pathetic motor is actually very powerful once it has an
ample 6-volt supply.

If you use the infrared remote control, you have to find a way to connect the battery into the receiver in the place of the original
four-battery battery pack (the battery box for the 9-volt battery isn’t affected).  You can cut the existing cable and connect the
battery to the original small round plug by putting spade lugs on the end of the cut cable.  You may have to lengthen the cable
with a connector and another length of cable. Instead, you can make up your own cable with two spade lugs for the battery end,
and a small round plug you can buy in an electronics components shop on the other end.  Take the plug with you to the store
because there are several different sizes of inside hole.  You’ll have to shorten the plastic cover that screws onto the metal part
of the plug you bought, because the standard everyday model is too long and can’t be plugged properly into the Meccano receptor
jack.  It has to be shortened by several millimetres on the side that screws in, while leaving enough thread to screw with.  Your
battery box will then still be intact with its plug, and thus reusable.
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Indian Motorcycles -Indian Motorcycles -
HistoryHistory

At the Red Deer Hobby Show in March 1999, a newcomer
Bruce Vanschepen showed up with the Indian Motorcycle
model shown on the front cover. A simple model but interesting
nevertheless.
Out of curiosity, I found the following history of Indian
Motorcycles.

“In modern America, it’s hard to believe that there was ever any
other brand that could compete with Harley-Davidson. In fact,
at one time there were more than 20 US motorcycle
manufacturers, and the biggest and best was the Indian
Motorcycle Company of Springfield, Mass.
At the turn of the century a young self-taught engineer and
builder of racing bicycles named Oscar Hedstrom designed and
built a “pacer” bike, an engine-powered two-wheeler used to
train bicycle racers. Powered by a copy of the DeDion-Buton
engine, with an excellent carburetor of Hedstrom’s own design,
the little machine was so practical and reliable that it attracted
the attention of a Springfield entrepreneur, George Hendee.
They built a manufacturing plant, tooled up, and the first Indians
(modest little single-cylinder machines) rolled out the door in
1902.
Hedstrom’s engineering skill and Hendee’s business acumen
continued to enlarge their company. A V-Twin was introduced
in 1903, updated with two- and three-speed gearboxes, both
further refined with swingarm rear suspensions. The first
motorcycle with electric start and a fully modern electrical
system, the Hendee Special, astounded the industry in 1913.
Prior to World War One, Indian was the largest motorcycle
manufacturer in the world, producing over 20,000 bikes per
year.

Unlike Harley-Davidson, Indian strongly supported racing during
this period as a way to improve their product and to present
it to the buying public. The Indian factory machines dominated
all forms of racing in the US, and in 1912, Indians won first,
second and third at the Isle of Man TT.
Hedstrom bowed out of the company in 1913, with Hendee
leaving a few years later, and the period between the wars was
a time of chaos for Indian. Business misfortune and the lousy
management of the financiers that took over the company nearly
ruined it.

But excellent
bikes continued
to roll out of the
e n g i n e e r i n g
department and,
hence, off the
production lines.
Model such as
the much-

beloved model 101 Scout of 1919 (Sochiro Honda rode a 101
Scout for many years), the original Chief of 1920, and the highly
successful Sport Scout of 1935. Indian also acquired a
magnificent four-cylinder bike in 1927 by buying the tools, dies,
and assets of the Ace Motorcycle Company.
Despite business downturns and incredible mismanagement,
Indian survived the Great Depression. Harley-Davidson was the
only other survivor."

Next month: the above model wasNext month: the above model was
designed using a new softwaredesigned using a new software

program!program!
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Greenberg’s Guide toGreenberg’s Guide to
Gilbert Erector SetsGilbert Erector Sets

Volume Two - 1933-1962 by William M. Bean
Kalmbach Publishing Company, Waukesha, USA

53187 ISBN 0-89778-418-9
This book is about the history of Erector Sets, the American
competitor to Meccano produced by the A.C. Gilbert Company.
Similar to the 1st volume in the series, Greenberg’s Guide to
Gilbert Erector Sets Volume One - 1913-1932, this new book is
crammed full of illustrations of Erector Sets and Erector parts,
usually in pristine condition.  It covers the contents of each set
as the parts complement and packaging gradually changes over
the years.  Tabular charts showing the contents of each set are
reproduced in geat detail.

Full colour illustrations of each set shows how the parts were laid
out in each box thereby providing a excellent guide for anyone
wanting to restore an older set.  This book goes into intricate
details, e.g. it descibes step by step the changes made to
instruction manuals in 1959.

Here and there through the book are illustrations of many well
known Erector models from this era - the Parachute Jump, Merry-

Go-Round and Ferris Wheel.  The Ferris Wheel model was reissued by Meccano France in a 1990’s kit.  Also pictured are oddities
such as Erector Junior 1945 made from wood and Junior Erector 1949 made from plastic.
This book is also a “price guide” in that values are assigned to 3 different quality grades of each set - Good, Very Good & Excellent.
I can’t personally say whether the prices quoted are reasonable or merely hopefull.

All in all, this is a very nice book for Erector collectors
and set restorers.  Detailed enough to be usefull;
colourful enough to grace a coffee table.
David Williams
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Misidentification of PartsMisidentification of Parts
By Dennis CaswellBy Dennis Caswell

I am sure that most (if not all) meccanomen are very familiar with the Binns Road method of identifying parts. For example, everybody
knows what a #2 (5 1/2" perforated strip) is, and so forth. For the common items, I know the numbers well, but I get a bit disoriented
when referring to the flat girders. Is the 5 1/2" flat girder part number 103b, 103a or simply 103? That is not the point of this
article, however.

Back in issue #1, Ed Barclay mentioned that Lou Boselli ordered a number of 3 1/2" angle girders, by part number. He received
a large quantity of 1" sprocket wheels. This is because part number 9b looks very similar to part
number 96. In a perverse manner, I am going to identify other cases where this could happen.

Part Name Part Name
1b 7 1/2" perforated strip 16 3 1/2" axle rod
9b 3 1/2" angle girder 96 1" sprocket
12b 1/2" x 1" angle bracket 126 Trunnion
16b 3" axle rod 166 End bearing
18b 1" axle rod 186 2 1/2" driving band
19b 3" pulley 196 9 1/2" strip plate

With the possible exception of the trunnion/angle bracket, the parts in the first column could not
be substituted for the parts in the second column. I could hardly imagine substituting a 3" pulley for a 9 1/2" strip plate.

Onwards. It is not only the letter b that could be confused with the number 6. It is possible to confuse the letter f with the number
7, particularly if you are in the habit of putting slashes though the 7s. By the way, it is a good idea to put these slashes in, so
as to distinguish 7s from 1s. With this in mind, here are some more possible number confusions that could occur.

Part Name Part Name
9f 1 1/2" angle girder 97 3 1/2" braced girder

What to do? The existing number scheme is too ingrained to permit changes now. I suspect that the best solution is to identify
part numbers by both name, and part number. When making any orders, I put in both the name, part number, and any special part
number that may be required.

What scares me the most is if they come out with a part number 91. I wonder how many orders for 2 hole angle girders would
be substituted with this part?
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Kingston Railroad ShowKingston Railroad Show
Copyright 1999 by Dennis CaswellCopyright 1999 by Dennis Caswell

The Kingston Railroad show was held on April 5 and 6, in Kingston, Ontario. Approximately 15 metres of table space was covered
with models of various types.  A number of CMAMAS members were there, including Dennis Caswell, Hubert Hogle, Norm and
Marg LaCroix, Don Redmond, Michelle Sauve, John Wapshott. My apologies if I omitted your name, but I was called upon to
write this article at the last moment, and I had not taken down an attendance list.

Above, a overview of the show, you can see Marg LaCroix in the foreground.
Right, Don Redmond, the master mutilator, was responsible for getting us into
this show. Here he is in front of his steam engine.

Norm LaCroix, this time with a rather noteworthy beard. Norm had a very serious
operation, and seemed to be recovering at this show. Unfortunately, he had a relapse,
and is no longer with us. More on this elsewhere in this issue.  To the right is Norm
with his giant tower crane.
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Do you expect the author of this article not to include his own models. Below is photo of the Evolution #5 snowmobile model.

Below, three motorcycles also by the author, two of them from
the Dynamic set, and one being a Steel Tec model.

Upper left, another Don Redmond special, this one being
a funicular railroad.

Top, this model has caused several comments. Yes this is
a shopping cart, also by Don Redmond.

Left, Mike with his can crusher. We were running out of
uncrushed pop cans by the end of the day, and needed more
for Sunday.
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Below left, another Don Redmond special, this time created by the author. Plans for this model are available in Issue #5 of Canadian

MeccaNotes.
Below, an amusement part (ferris wheel and merry-go-
round). I believe these were by Jerry Dubois-please
forgive me if I am wrong.

Below, Don Redmond’s Toonerville Trolley

Below, Hubert Hogle, and Marsha.
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Below left, one of the larger models there, this is Hubert Hogle’s mobius strip. There is a car that runs on the side of this strip,

showing that it indeed has only one side.
Below right, John Wapshot, with a model of the USS Enterprise.

Right, Don Redmond taking a look at a
“Construction” set. I purchased this set
in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, and a write up
of this set appeared in Issue #8 of
Canadian MeccaNotes.
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Below left, one of those hockey games that we all had as children, this time realized out of meccano, with corner gussets as
hockey players.

Above right, a first time show attendee, Michelle is attempting
to put together the X-Wing fighter model.

There are other photos available of this show available on line at http://www.bestnet.org/~dennisc/meccano/kingston/
kingston.html.
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1960’s Set 10 c/w1960’s Set 10 c/w
Shipping CrateShipping Crate

This is something you don’t see too often.  A set 10, still mostly
strung, complete with the wooden crate in which it was shipped
from Liverpool.
Ron Bodnar of Edmonton is now the proud owner of this
treasure.

At right, a
back view of
two stringing

cards.

Right, Ron Bodnar
with the original

wooden shipping
crate!
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Stayner Farm ShowStayner Farm Show
Copyright 1999 by Dennis CaswellCopyright 1999 by Dennis Caswell

The Stayner farm show was held on the first really hot weekend of the summer. While this was mainly a toy show, there were
a few meccano exhibits there. Manfred organized the show, and Atilla Szakonyi, John Wapshot, Norm and Marg LaCroix and
myself were there.  This is a very fun show to do, and the attendees enjoyed themselves greatly, even though the heat nearly
got to us.

The show was held in the Stayner
arena, which is used for ice hockey
in the winter months.  To the left
is Manfred, with his model of a
windmill.
Upper right, Manfred’s tool shop.

This was Norm LaCroix’s last show
appearance. I do not have any
photos of Norm at this show, but
this model of R2D2 was shown.
Just in time for the opening of
“Star Wars - The Phantom Menace”
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Below is the race car model from the Evolution #6 manual.
Right, what else do you do with 120 crank handles? Create a
birdcage model, like John Wapshot did.

Below, yours truly, with model 10-16, the twin-cylinder motorcycle
engine. This model ran well during the entire show.

This compares the model 10-16 to a real motorcycle engine. The
model is about two times the size of a real motorcycle engine.
Unfortunately, it does not run near as fast as does the real one.

As far as transportation goes, it was actually easier to bring the bike into
the show than it was for most of the models.
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This is the model of the Sopwith Camel, the plans which are available at http://www.users.zetnet.co.uk/dms/meccano/index.html.

The red block at the base of this model is part #107,
table for designing machine, and is intended for a
meccanograph. This is an unusual use for this part,
but quite effective.

Below, a tracked vehicle, with two working differentials in it. This vehicle
can turn within it’s own radius.  Another view of this vehicle is on the right.

B o t t om
l e f t ,
A t i l l a ’ s
horserace
g a m e
was, as
u s u a l ,
q u i t e
popu l a r
with the
chi ldren
there.

R i g h t ,
another view
of the
horse race
game, along
with Atilla.

More images of the Stayner farm show are available at
http://www.bestnet.org/~dennisc/meccano/stayner/stayner.html.
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Minutes of the Annual General Meeting - 08 November 199808 November 1998
Canadian Modeling Association for Meccano and Allied Systems (CMAMAS)

Present: Marsha Brandston, Colin Hinz, Colin Hoare, Hubert Hogle, Norm LaCroix, Don Redmond, John
Wapshott, Earl Pitts, Manfred Hammer, Philip Edwards, Robin McLellan, Al Bedford, Mike Stephens, and
others.

1. Opening Remarks - Colin Hoare

Colin Hoare opened the meeting by welcoming all to the AGM, and extended thanks for participation in the
show, and so forth.

2. Reading of the Minutes - 1997 AGM

Colin Hinz read the minutes. One correction was made, that the Treasurer was also elected at last year’s
AGM. Lou Boselli motioned to accept the corrected minutes, and Earl Pitts seconded.

3. Financial Report

Marsha Brandston presented the financial report. She stated that the 1999 membership price would be the
same as for 1998. The December 1998 issue of Canadian MeccaNotes would be more costly than usual, but
by being cost conscious elsewhere we will do OK.

4. Presentation - Meccanoman of the Year Award

Colin Hoare presented the Meccanoman of the Year Award to Earl Pitts. He received the award for being a
persistent exhibitor, and also for “getting Meccano on stage”, by supplying an ocean liner model for the
Shaw Festival production of “You Can’t Take it With You”.

5. Executive Elections - Vice President and Secretary

David Williams was elected V.P. by acclamation. Colin Hinz was elected Secretary by acclamation.

6. Exhibitor Prizes - Presented by Colin Hoare

A variety of new sets were given away as prizes to the exhibitors at the Hobby Show. Some of these were:
Largest Don Redmond 4015 Set
Second Largest Earl Pitts 4068 Set
Youngest A. de Bond #2 Set
Most Models Manfred Hammer MO Motor
Farthest Traveled (Canada) Gordon Frank Space Set
Farthest Traveled (USA) Philip Edwards Space Set
Returnees Robin McLellan #1 Set

Al Bedford MO Motor
Newcomers J. van Klink #1 Set

Mike Stephens Power Tool Kit

7. New Business

The possibility of having a special Meccano-only show for the 2001 Centenary was discussed, as was the
idea of sending a delegation to the planned 2001 Liverpool event. No decision was made, however.
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Minutes of the Executive Meeting - 14 March 199914 March 1999

Canadian Modeling Association for Meccano and Allied Systems (CMAMAS)

Present: Marsha Brandston, Colin Hinz, Colin Hoare, and David Williams via speakerphone.

1. Membership Renewals

Colin Hoare observed that 71 Canadian and 13 USA members had yet to renew for 1999. However, since
there are always a number of stragglers, and the magazine was late this quarter, this was judged to be a
“normal” situation.

2. Magazine report (and modelplans)

Colin Hoare mentioned that the cost of the colour covers is approximately $625, with a minimum print run of
500 copies. This brings the total cost for an issue to $1000. He then asked Marsha whether we can afford
to print all four issues with colour covers, and her response was negative. Two colour issues, however, are
affordable.

As the forthcoming March issue was already scheduled to have a colour cover, it was unanimously agreed
that the other colour cover issue would be December, as it would be the “holiday” issue and also have
photos from the Hobby Show. Therefore, the June and September issues would have black and white
covers.

Colin Hoare noted that Norm LaCroix was planning to create a modelplan of his tower crane, but observed
that we don’t really want to resume modelplans as they don’t sell. David countered that we don’t advertise
them, so how would be really know?

Colin Hoare requested that David ask for MeccaNotes feedback at the upcoming Alberta show. He also
reported that two people were unhappy with the quality of the magazine, and showed a copy of
correspondence to one of these, outlining the situation with the magazine and Norm’s health, and so forth.

David pointed out that he could be ready to take over the editorship of MeccaNotes as early as the fall of
1999 if necessary, but expresses concern over the lack of suitable material.

3. Financial Report

Marsha Brandston presented the financial report.

Marsha will transfer some of the US dollar funds to the Canadian account, so that we may make Exacto
refunds in Canadian dollar equivalents. Several members who purchased Exacto parts as part of the big
1997 club purchase are owed refunds either because of overpayments, or because of parts discontinuances
by Exacto.

4. Miscellaneous

Marsha pointed out that if the Unit # is left off of mail sent to her, Canada Post is liable to return it to
sender. Therefore, one must be scrupulously accurate when mailing to the Treasurer.
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Sopwith Camel Model - RevisedSopwith Camel Model - Revised
By Dennis CaswellBy Dennis Caswell

This article is a description of revisions I made to the model plans for a Sopwith Camel F1, available on the Internet at “http://
www.users.zetnet.co.uk/dms/meccano/camel/”. It is recommended a copy of this model plan be available to use as a reference for this
article. This site is part of a series of model plans available on the Internet, and in general, is very well done. The plans are courtesy of
Chris Bourne, and all rights are reserved by him.

As described in the model plan, the plan is “based on the parts selection of a 1962-1970 No. 9 set, with some additions.” In
general, the additions include several additional worm gears (9 in total), and some additional parts. He includes an accurate parts list.
He includes a request for improvements, which is the subject of this article.

Engine area: Chris has two suggestions for the mounts for the worm gears. I tried using the threaded pins, but found the
threading too short to permit the nuts to be securely fastened to the flanged wheel. I was able to put the assembly together, but when
first running the engine, the threaded pins would come loose. At the engine speeds that I was able to obtain, this could be somewhat
hazardous. As such, I recommend that the 1/2" bolts be used.

He suggests using the worm being attached to the 1/2" bolts as a means of holding the bolts secure while tightening the nuts
holding the bolts to the flanged wheel. I found that by using miniature snub-nosed pliers, I could hold the bolt in place while tightening
the nut using a spanner. This method allowed me to tighten the nuts more than I could using Chris’s recommendation.

As an update, if you have access to a 5/32" BSW tap, you might take 9 1 1/2" axle rods, and tap the ends of these. You can
create enough thread length to permit the nuts to be attached securely to the threaded pins, and thus make method 1 work.

Motor and power supply: To quote from the article: “The motor requires more power than is provided by the battery packs
which are usually sold with it...” I must disagree. With this revision, I was able to get the model to operate using only the battery pack.

The motor I used is one of the currently available French motors, with a double battery pack powering the motor—a total of 4
AA batteries. The motor was placed in the model with the battery pack located behind the motor. The switch on the battery pack is set
on the forward side of the model, so that it remains accessible when the model is completed.

Behind the two triangular plates, I put a 3x3 hole flat plate (p/n 74) vertically, bolted to the base using two angle brackets. The
engine axle rod goes through the upper left hole of the flat plate. On the engine axle rod I put a 57-tooth gear (p/n 27a). On the upper
right hole of the flat plate, I put a 1 1/2" axle rod, on which I put a special part from Korea. This part consists of a 19-tooth pinion and a
57-tooth gear combined in one assembly, but it is very possible to use separate gears. The 19-tooth pinion engages the 57-tooth gear
on the engine axle rod.

The other end of the 1 1/2" axle rod is supported by a fishplate bolted to the motor.  The motor has a 25-tooth pinion on the
motor output axle, and this engages the 57-tooth gear on the 1 1/2" axle rod. I put three 3x3 hole flat plates (p/n 74) under the motor so
that I could keep the 1 1/2" level, and to permit proper meshing of the gears.

As always in these cases, a bit of lubricating oil on the various axle rods and gears are necessary. I do not have a tachometer, so
am unable to measure the speed of the engine and propeller. My estimate is that it is turning at about 2000 rpm.

Tail assembly: The model plan was very well suited to putting a hinge for the rudder. I put two hinges in place, instead of the
fishplates that Chris called for.

For the horizontal stabilizer, I used more 3x3 hole flat plates (Guess who got a deal on 3x3 hole flat plates), instead of the 3x5 hole
flexible plates that the model plan called for. This revision had the added benefit of not requiring a 3 hole perforated strip to serve as a
brace for the horizontal stabilizer.

Wings: People who know me know that I have made up a large quantity of black plastic flexible plates.  For the wings, the
flexible plates were replaced with the replica flexible plates.  Instead of having yellow wings, the model has black wings, with yellow
wing tips. In my opinion, this makes for a more attractive model.

Now, the revisions to the model plan do have some drawbacks.
1. The pilot’s seat was not put in the model, as this would obstruct access to the switch on the battery pack.
2. I had to use non-standard narrow perforated strips (11 hole strips) as wing struts, as the use of the replica plates did not

allow me to use the 9 hole strips.
3. One must use care in putting the engine cowling, so as not to obstruct the motion of the gears.

In my opinion, the advantages of these revisions outweigh the drawbacks.
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Candian Special Model PlansCandian Special Model Plans
CSM16 Stainless Steel Heat Treatment PlantCSM16 Stainless Steel Heat Treatment Plant

CSM16: Designed with instructions by Rob Mitchell.  This 16 page model plan, with colour covers, is available for sale for
$10 including postage or 7.25 British Pounds + postage from MW Models.  A full parts list is available on the CMAMAS
web site, http://www.edmc.net/cmamas/.

Model Plans and Canadian MeccaNotes Back IssuesModel Plans and Canadian MeccaNotes Back Issues
Can be obtained from:
o  within North America: Colin Hoare (address on page 2), Money Order or Cheque.

o  elsewhere: MW Models (4 Greys Road, Henley-on-Thames, Oxton, England  RG9 1RY, phone: 0491 572436, FAX:
0491 571175, geoff@mwmodels.telme.com, http://www.btinternet.com/~mwmodels.meccano/).  Credit cards are accepted!


